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About This Game

This is the most recent installment of the ‘Kunio-Kun’ franchise recreated as a fun and easy fighting game with the fighting
aspects taken and upgraded from River City Super Sports Challenge ~All Star Special~.

The developers of the acclaimed fighting game series, ‘Blazblue’, have participated in this game, to improve the user experience.
Game is designed to enhance the mind games and overall balance, which allows more strategic approach for players.

Brand New System

 Rage Super Arts : Guage will be filled as you damaged, and eventually you will get into the "Rage" mode once you have
max guage! In Rage mode, your overall and Super Arts will be enhanced! For example, you can see Mach Kick II
instead of Mach Kick, Bomb punch will be explosive!, and so on.

 New Skills : On top of new special moves, all characters can now use the throw skill. With increased means to survive
the battle, players can experience intense combat by lifting the opponent into the air and adding attacks, striking multiple
opponents with the Giant Swing, etc.

New Stage

 Football Stadium : Score Goals! Opponents will take damage when you make a goal to their goalpost.
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 Factory Stage : Random items are generated when you push switches on both sides! Feeling lucky? Try your luck!

 You can find even more new stages in real game!!

Introducing Game Mode

 Single Player : Enjoy each 25 team's unique story lines.

 Free Battle : Set each battle condition and get into the battle with up to 4 players.

 Multi-Player : Play with friends in online multi-player mode. Searching other player's online room is available.
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Title: River City Melee : Battle Royal Special
Genre: Action, Adventure, Sports
Developer:
Arc System Works
Publisher:
H2 Interactive Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 7900 GT or better / AMD Radeon X1900 / nVidia GeForce GT 620 (Windows 8.1)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound

English,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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this game completely changed my life, now my friends and I are ready for the real deal!. Absolutely beautiful game, and I really
liked the different models of the parshendi and chasmfiends, and how they represented the ones from the books very well.
However. The problems with gameplay are too, well, problematic for it to be worth playing. I was so looking forward to running
around the Shattered Plains, lashing myself to anything and everything, throwing things around like crazy, but I encountered
gamebreaking bugs not even 2 minutes in. I restarted the game and got past the first one, then one of the parshendi in the
chasmfiend battle bugged out and couldn't die, so I couldn't even finish it. At this point I was fed up with the bugs and the lack
of actual depth in the game so I stopped trying.. Videoball is what's for dinner what else do you need to know? What's that?
You're not convinced?

Imagine Videoball as a nut. Now bust that nut. Feel good? Guess what? Videoball didn't even need to bust that nut to feel good.
It did it for you. Videoball doesn't even need to bust a nut. Buy Videoball.. first of all i have to say that this game
sucks♥♥♥♥♥♥the neighbor hood is impossable how come in that level when someone sees you the cops are automaticly
alerted waste of 10 bucks i should of bought prey. just looked too dated to be bothered with it, i may try again if i get bored then
again probably not. An extremely fun little action rpg with good combat, and robust customization that allows you to not only
edit your characters stats and abilities in depth, but even their appearance pixel by pixel.

Control and combat wise, it's a top down action rpg, similar to Legend of Zelda visually and control wise. You can jump, you
can block, you can slide, and you got a variety of abilities and weapon types at your disposal. There's even a decent amount of
finesse and tricks you can do, like cancelling sword slashes into blockings and then jumping out of danger to save yourself, or
buffering jumps into short jumping attacks.

The enemies you face also have nice variety, and do a good job of remaining fairly unpredictable even after you've learned their
fighting styles. Another thing I especially love, is that the game incorporates a subtle stealth element. Enemies won't start
chasing and attacking you till they spot you, but once they do they'll chase you through the entire dungeon. Attempting to run
from an enemy will cause you to rush by other enemies, who will also break into chase. This results in a frantic chase through
the entire dungeon as you attempt to escape in time from the horde trying to corner you.

For customization, you're allowed to create as many characters as you like, selecting jobs, weapons, and abilities. You
strengthen their abilities and growth in certain areas by drawing on the strength of other characters you've created. Visually, you
can edit weapons and characters (and even animation) of your characters pixel by pixel. Don't be daunted though, because the
game uses a great template for creating fairly basic but still cute looking sprites. More artistic players can still create some great
stuff though.

The actual gameplay is basically divided into two games. You can make your way through the static progression of dungeons of
the main campaign, which has decent level/dungeon design and is balanced well enough to not require any grinding.
Alternatively, you can take on a massive 100 floor randomly generated dungeon, which feels more like a rogue like.

I personally love the randomly generated dungeon, the way stealth, combat, traps, and preparation are balanced is fantastic.
Unfortunately, enemies increase in level ridiculously fast as you proceed through the floors. Eventually your attacks will do 0
damage, so it's really quite impossible to clear the dungeon based on skill alone. While making it as far as you can and escaping
with random rare loot (you lose everything if you die before making it to an exit), is plenty exciting and skillbased, it's still
ultimately a long term process to clear it the entire dungeon itself.

ClaDun X2 is still a fantastic game, plenty fun, and allows you to play and create your characters to suit your needs. I would
highly recommend it for some hack and slash fun.. This game strikes a great balance between relaxing and challenging...super
fun and rewarding! Worth way more than $1.99. LOL, can we get acheivements as well as trading cards?

This is my second licence. I have Sprtier on my Macbook. There are simliar programs-- comparision below, but this program is
the best option out of the three main options people use for gaming.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RINik8aPzg

Away from gaming-- you bump into programs like Adobe Flash or Toonboom for animation and drawing needs. Manga Stuido
is a pretty good option for drawing and making digtial art as Mike also usese it in his tutrorial videos for Spriter. Also, you can
find Manga Studio or Clip Studio on sale evey so often.
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its okay and Kinda sucks honestly.
the models are meant to originally stand in one specific pose so they bend and twist in weird ways and angles.
it's nice they work around this with some muscle modding and bend physics but still not good enough with these low quality
models.
the interface is good simple and easy to figure out.
The stock poses look like references for super hero comics wich with these models makes some sense but then if thats the case i
would like some body size customizations as well.
I would like to have at least a body fat option or use a size morph and use ridiculous proportioned models as well. like a big
upper body with short legs or big head with a tiny body.
i dont think this is worth $9.99 and maybe more like 5 dollars at most because you'll be only able to use 3 body types with both
the male a female model very skinny, average and muscle with no room for customization aside from choosing a option between
these 3 sizes.
I feel I couldve gotten the same experience from daz studio since its free and comes with a stock male and female model that I
can customize and pose and take screen shots.. This is a short, fun and eventually challenging adventure. Some controls are a
little janky, but it's mostly very clean and intuitive. Give it a shot if you like calm, atmospheric puzzlers.. Right of the bat,this is
the first CYOA game i've ever played, and I LOVED IT! The concept was great, the story made me feel as if my gryphon was
my pet, and what not. The one thing I had a little trouble grassping was the "ranking" system. Were keepers valued highly in this
society? Were thralls the lowest of the low? What sparked the war? I have plenty of unanswered questions, and this story felt
WAY to short. I also didn't feel that much of a bond between any of the side characters. If I were to give a tip(even tho it may
not prove to be of use), it'd be to make the story longer, and give the characters more personality. Also, I think a visual to go
along with this story, would make it 10x better. Wether that be pictures, or an animation, is up to the author. I'd give this game a
8/10 for my first CYOA game ever, and will follow for upcoming games.. Great game. I had a serious bug in that my computer
was too good for it so you have to slow your comp down to make it run good, found that on their forums or I would have never
guessed that, but I'm glad I did. Graphics not so special lol but it's a great fantasy strategy game.. This game is Insanely fun.
Only downside theres no fps mode. It needs first person mode PLS!. Because you know... for the Emperor!. ===[ \u2764
Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Everyone
\u2611 Casual players
\u2610 Pro players

===[ \u263c Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[ $ Price\/quality: ]===
\u2611 Full price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it
\u2610 It's FREE

===[ Requirements: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610 Minimum
\u2610 Medium
\u2611 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2610 NASA computer
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===[ \u263c Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls

===[ \u06de Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2611 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless

===[ \u266c Story] ===
\u2610 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Fantastic

===[ \u00a7 Bugs ]===
\u2610 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2611 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speed run
\u2610 Nothing

===[ \u2726 Others: ]===
Multiplayer: Yes
Single player: Yes. For an alpha release, this is a pretty well-rounded stealth/action game. Writing this on 4/25/2018.

English is not the native language and could use some work, but is understandable.

Stealth mechanics are solid, and include FOV (including obstructions), light level, and noise.

Story is solid, currently in-dev part is a cliffhanger lol...I want to know the continuation!

The areas where this game really stands out among similar titles, however, are the crafting and leveling systems. Mark of the
Ninja and Aragami both have leveling systems if I remember right, but Pixel Shinobi is the only stealth game I can remember
playing with a decent (and meaningful) crafting system.

Lots of things are incomplete, as this is a legitimate in-dev game right now, but even as it stands now, it is worth playing (and
supporting).

Some other steam games that you may enjoy:
Mark of the Ninja
Aragami
Gunpoint
Deadbolt
Ronin (not always a stealth game, but certainly can be, and ninja nonetheless)
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Thy Sword gets update! New content and features.:
Hello swordslingers and indie lovers!

We're happy to announce an update for Thy Sword.
New content and features have been added along with various fixes. Some new equipment and weapons are coming and also
some functional stuff
that makes the game even more enjoyable. We hope you'll enjoy the content and we appreciate all the support from you guys.

New Achievements:
- Ring the bell

New Items:
- Moonstone
- Bow of Fire

New Features:
- Gamepad vibration can be disabled
- Global sound volume can be changed

Visit gamephase.net for more info.

/Team GamePhase
. Happy Holidays!:
We wish you all a Happy Christmas and Holiday season.

So thankful for all the support so far, it's been awesome.
To friends and family, fans and supporters, players all over the world.
Enjoy all the fantastic games made in 2017 and stay tuned for next year!

/Team
GamePhase

. Thy Sword Thy Sword is on sale -50 %! Happy Holidays.:
Hello swordslingers,

The holidays are upon us. Winter is coming.
Take it easy, relax, chop some goblin heads.
However you wish to celebrate the holidays and the new year.

All the best,

/GamePhase
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.
Thy Sword on Episode 398 of Matt Chat!:
Thomas "Bahototh" (Graphic Artist) did an interview with Matt Barton about the development of Thy Sword and Retro
influences. Check out his great channel - Matt Chat: a gold mine for Indie fans, Retro gamers and game history nerds.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLKF9WKc0uY&t=37s[/url]

. Release date!:
Hello Friends!

The Release date for Thy Sword has been set. November 14, 2017 is the day when swords clash and magic once again fills the
land. So appreciative of your support - Thank You.

//GamePhase. Thy Sword is released!!! Rejoice swordslingers.:
Today Thy Sword is released on Steam.
Three years of hard work. We made the game with a lot of passion
and we hope you will enjoy playing it.

Big Thank You to supporters, testers, fellow devs, friends and family.

A world of sword and sorcery awaits!

//GamePhase
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